Introduction.
Domain decomposition methods for the approximation of partial differential
equations axe based on the partition of the physical domain into subdomains. These techniques allow one to decompose the problem into a collectionof problems of smaller size,deRned on the subdomains. By using proper interfaceconditions the overall efficiencyof the algorithm is then improved.
If spectral schemes axe considered domain decomposition methods may also be used to handle problems defined on plurirectangulax domains. Actually, spectral methods axe naturally defmed only on rectangular domains (see e.g. [13] ). If a problem on a plurirectangle is considered then it is possible to decompose such a domain in rectangles and employ spectral schemes on these subdomains. [18] , [19 ] . General considerations on domain decomposition in the framework of spectral methods can be found in [8,Ch.13].
In this paper we consider the Stokes problem in a plurirectangulax domain with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. We anaJyze a scheme obtained from a generalization of the spectr_l collocation method introduced in [6] and [15] for the case of a monodomain approximation. An interestingfeature of the numerical scheme is that, for any value of the discretizationparameter, the approximated velocity field is exactly divergence-free. This is an important property in itselfbecause it ensures that, even if a small number of degrees of freedom is used, the continuity equation is solved exactly. Furthmore, if the Stokes solver is used at each step of a time discretizationof the fullNavier-Stokes equation, then this property makes the timealgorithm more stable.
Our main interestliesin the analysis of the discrete problem and in the proof of error estimates both for the velocity and the pressure. The number of subdomains is considered fixed and convergence is a_ieved when the degree of the solution (which is a polynomial in each subdom_in) tends to infinity.Iterative methods for solving the discreteproblem axe under investigation and some related numerical experiments axe being conducted.
A multidomain scheme for the approximation of the Stokes problem can be found The paper is organized as follows. In section one we introduce the continuous
Stokes problem.
A firstversion of the discrete problem is then formulated in a vaxiational form and interpreted in a collocation one. Throughout the section we assume, for the sake of simplicity,that the physical domain isa rectangle paxtitioned in aligned subrectangles. We show that the discrete velocity isexactly divergence-free and we state an inf-sup condition which gaxantees compatibility between the velocity space and the pressure space (see [2] ). In section two we give a new formulation of the discreteproblem, which is more appropiate for the computation of the pressure.
i Using results from the previous section, we prove convergence results both for the velocity and the pressure. In section three we consider the case of a plurirectangular domain and we extend the results of the previous sections. Finally an appendix is devoted to the proof of the inf-sup condition stated in section one.
Notation.
In 
where L,,(_ ) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n defined in [-1,11, (see e.g. [101).
We also let C denote.a positive constant.
The value of C shall always be independent of the discretization parameter N. Let us consider the Stokes equations:
As usual u and p denote the velocity and the pressure of an incompressible fluid, the kinematic viscosity has been normalized to one and f represents a source term.
Supposing f E (L2(12)) 2 it is well known that problem (1.1) has a unique solution in (H_(lq)) 2 x Hi(Q)/R and that its variational formulation is the following (see e.g.
[21]).
Find u e (H01(lq)) 2 and p e L2 (12) 
Here we have supposed that f 6 (C°(_)) 2. We require that klrN is a subspace of l-IM1PN(fl_) such that problem (1.4) is well posed. Clearly AIrN must not contain any _spurious mode" of the pressure, i.e.any nonvanishing element of the space M z,,,,_ = {q_ II e,,Cn,) :
In the following ?pr position,which is proved in the appendix, we precise which are the elements of ZN,M. Let us firstremark that, due to the geometry of fl,the polynomials L_(y), defined in (0.6),do not depend on i; hence the index i will be omitted. 
Using the same arguments we also deduce
It is readly seen
The following is a direct consequence of (1.4) and Proposition 1.2. 
We omit the proof of this proposition because it is a direct generalization of the proof given in [6, Prop. 
Here C is a positive constant independent of N and ¢. 
where C is a positive constant related to the constant Ct appearing in (0.5). Choosing
Hi'_U_u the first term at the right hand side of (2.4) can be estimated using Given an integer i, 1 < i < M, and a point P E _v, the characteristic function X_, (defined in (0.6)) can be written in the form
We define :_, by 
Recalling
( where 6k.l is the Kronecher symbol. Using (2.11) it follows that GNq is orthogonal to Xl, 1 = 1,...,4, hence GNq 6 I_IN for any q E MN.
Since _k 6 ZN.M k = 1, ..., 4 we deduce from proposition 1.2 that (2.6) holds.
To prove (2.7) we remark that using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.12) we have
Hence (2.7) follows from (0.5).
We can now give a convergence estimate for the pressure. These are precisely the spurious modes given in (1.6)-(1.10)for two subdomains. Using (0.2) itis readly seen that Zlv,2 iscontained in the space ZN,2 defined in (1.5).
In the sequel we prove that, actually,Zt¢,2 and ZN,2 coincide.
Let q E Pzc(l_t) x Plv(l_2) be orthogonal, for the inner product (0.4), to Zt¢,2 We define the function v = (vl,v2) e (Pjv(l_1) x P_v(l_2)) 2 as follows:
O<_k<l<_N-t l=i Lemma

A.I. Let q E P_v(l_l)
x P_v(f_2) be orthogonal to ZN,2 for the inner
If q is written in the form (A.7) and v is given by (A.11) then we have We now estimate the three terms appearing in the right hand side of (A.19). we obtain for i = 1,2
3) Recalling (A.9) and using the Poincaxd inequality,(A.10) and (A.17) we deduce IIv' ' 
The second term at the right hand side of (A.24) can be estimated using the technique of the proof of (A.22), so that we obtain 2 2
IIv' < .
•_'<illn, toa,) _ C _'_ II'q 11o,,2 (it can be proved that it is not possible to find 0 + and 0_ verifying (A.27) and (A.28) with on the right hand side a power of N greater than 3).
Let q and v be given by (A.7) and (A.11) respectively. We define the functions f and g as follows:
f ( where C is a positive constant independent of w, q and N.
Proof.
We use an induction axgument on M. Theorem A.1 gives the case M = 2.
We suppose now that the theorem holds for M -1 (M < 3) aligned subdomains and The polynomial _ is then defined by _ = q2 _ q2. Io,_l _<(11q111o,1 + (_2,)=lqlCadlllx_, IIo,= + (_._)=lqiC_1)IIIx_, IIo,_-).
Hence from (A.53) we deduce IIq=llo,2 < C(llq111o,1 + (w_)2clql(b_)lllx_, IIo,= + IqlC_l)lllx2,IIo,=)). 
